
Finally, the never ending month of March is over. I must admit that March is probably my least favorite 

month in Washington, DC. The transition time between winter and spring seems to take forever. This 

year was one of the worst I can remember. Snow up to the last week of the month. Frozen playgrounds 

that were shoveled and shoveled again. Mornings where record low temperatures were being set. 

Parents who were volunteering in the drop-off lane often said they signed up for the last week in March 

never realizing the weather would still be this bad. 

One result of all this cold weather is that for the first time in my memory we may have magnolia trees 

that actually bloom without their flowers being frozen by a quick cold snap. The big magnolia tree in the 

front school courtyard is particularly vulnerable to these quick freezes. The heat radiates off the 

concrete and starts the warm-up process many years way too early. The magnolia trees that line 

Northampton St. by the early childhood wing seem to fare a little bit better. But looking at them at the 

end of last week it was clear that the buds had gotten the message that it's still cold out there because 

they haven't started to open at all. With the temperatures warming up so much this week they will 

probably all pop at the same time. 

There are two things about March that make it a little more bearable. On March 21st and 28th the 

kindergarten classes took to the stage in the cafeteria to present their annual kindergarten plays. This 

year each class explored a different habitat and presented information and songs related to what they 

had learned. The first week we visited the desert (complete with a pair of Mrs. Main's beloved horned 

frogs) and the ocean. Last week we moved on to the Arctic, the garden, and finally took a trip to outer 

space. Everyone had learned their lines and songs and knew exactly where they were to move on the 

stage during their time in the spotlight. Hundreds of films were created so the boys and girls could 

watch themselves over and over. The house was full like it always is with parents, grandparents, and 

other family members. It really is amazing to think of how far these little students have come in just 

seven months of school. 

The next thing I like about March is the fact that it's the celebration of music and arts in the school 

month. Bulletin boards are covered with a wide variety of student work. Recently the two large boards 

off the Great Hall have showcased some of our fifth graders work related to their social studies units on 

the Great Depression and the Works Project Administration. But what I consider to be the most fun are 

the Friday afternoon music concerts led by Mr. Holmes this year in the Great Hall. Students volunteer in 

music class to perform in front of an audience of well over 500 of their schoolmates. This year we had 

the same wide range of performers, from students who have just begun piano and violin lessons, singers 

and all of our lunchtime ensemble and band groups. Each of the music teachers who have been at 

Lafayette while I have been here brings a  special skill set and Mr. Holmes this year started a drum line. 

They ended last Friday's concert with some rousing cadences that they have been working on Fridays 

after school. 

While I love watching all of our student performers and enjoy all of the talents they show, it is the 

student audience at Lafayette that I'm the most proud of. If you have ever attended a performance at 

the school you may have heard me give the good audience behavior speech." We watch with our eyes, 

we listen with our ears, we do not use our voices unless we are asked by the performers, and the way 



we show how much we appreciate all their hard work is to politely clap our hands." I know the students 

at Lafayette have pretty much internalized this message. One year at pre-K graduation, after parents 

had been continuously leaving their seats and running up towards the stage to take pictures, a little 

graduate looked up at me and said, "Mrs. Main, you forgot to give the good audience behavior speech." 

See, they do watch what you do all the time. Our experienced fifth graders have heard it so many times 

now that they kind of roll their eyeballs at me with that knowing look of there she goes again. But on 

Fridays in March I couldn't be more proud when I see the response to every single performer in the over 

10 years we have had these assemblies. There have been some interesting moments. Some children get 

so scared that they have had to start their piece over two or three times. Some children play a one 

finger, 8 measure composition. Others clearly have had a lot of lessons, are spending a lot of time 

practicing, and are really mastering a musical instrument. But no matter who has just performed, the 

students at Lafayette respond the same way each and every time. With positive applause and 

recognition of the hard work and sometimes just plain nerves of steel it takes to get on stage in front of 

a group of people. Never, not once, have I ever heard anything that remotely sounded like a boo or hiss. 

I'm not the only one who has noticed this standard of audience behavior here at Lafayette. Many of the 

professional performing groups who visit our school also walk up to me and complement me on how 

well behaved our students are.  Many of these musicians get to sit through the good audience behavior 

speech at the start of their performance. I'm sure they wonder if the students are going to follow my 

simple directives. I don't worry anymore. They always do. So parents, take your children with confidence 

to lots of places where they can practice being part of an audience. This is one skill that they have 

learned at Lafayette that is part and parcel of their being. They know how to watch, listen, be quiet and 

respond. The end of last Friday's concert was especially hard for me. The last one I will get to sit 

through. Some of the boys and girls at the end saw the tears well up in my eyes and wanted to know if I 

was okay. I kept telling them I was fine and I was. Because I know that it after I'm long gone a little voice 

is going to be stuck in your children's heads every time they walk into a theater, concert hall, lecture, or 

presentation in the future. And that little voice is probably going to be mine because they will remember 

what Mrs. Main’s good audience behavior is for the rest of their lives. 


